COVERING A WEDGE SEAT & SIDE
1

Cover the Wedge Seat Frame

2

Attach the Wege Seat Frame Cover

PR O

TIP
Align all 4 corners of the Cover with the top of the insert
before attempting to pull the Cover down. Slide the Cover
over the Wedge Seat Frame.

3

Cover the Wedge Seat Cushion

Take the time to align the seams on the covers with
the edges of the insert.

Pull on each corner to ensure that the top is tight. Align Velcro
on the Cover with the Velcro on the Wedge Seat Frame. Don't
push any Velcro all the way down until you have all 4 sides
aligned straight.

4

Cover the Back Pillow

ZIPPER

PRO

TIP

Be sure to insert the cushion into the cover with the
zipper on the bottom.

Insert one side of your Cushion into the Cover, and then bend
it in half to get the other side to pop in.

5

Cover the Side

PRO

TIP

Make sure the Clamp hole in the Cover is on the
same side as the Clamp hole in the insert.

Align all 4 corners of the Cover with the top of the insert before
attempting to pull the Cover down. Begin to slide the Cover
over the Side. This is easier with two people!

Velcro® is a registered trademark of Velcro Industries B.V..

Insert the Back Pillow into the Back Pillow Cover. Make
sure that your labels are at the bottom of the Cover.

6

Attach the Side Cover

Pull on each corner to ensure that the top is tight and align
Velcro on the Cover with the Velcro on the Side. Don’t push any
Velcro all the way down until you have all 4 sides aligned
straight.

SET TING UP YOUR SACTIONALS WITH A WEDGE SEAT
1

Lay down L Shoes & Wedge Seat Frame

2

Make sure you place the Shoes face up with the
wider tapered Foot opening at the top.

Start with 2 L Shoes and one Wedge Seat Frame. Start building in
the middle of your room and build out from there. Visit
lovesac.com for configuration inspiration.

3

Continue to lay out Shoes

PRO

TIP

5

Add Sides

PRO

TIP

PR O

TIP

When placing the Sides, make sure Shoes are nice and
square with the Seats and insert the Side at an angle.

Once you have all of the Seat Frames in place you can add the
Sides.

Make sure that you leave the Shoes sticking out
where you need to connect other Seats or Sides.

Build another Wedge Seat Frame with two L Shoes and place it
next to your other Wedge Seat Frame. These two Wedge Seat
Frames placed next to each other will create a 90 degree turn.
Do not insert any Clamps until you have all Seats and Sides
arranged.

4

Regular Shoes can be used at the front of a Wedge
Seat to connect them to regular Seats.

Lay out more Shoes on both sides of your Wedge Seat Frames
and align them as close as you can to the right spot.

Build a Second Wedge Seat Frame

Add more Seat Frames

PR O

TIP

Do not insert any clamps until you have all Seats and
Sides arranged.

Place two more standard Seat Frames on the Shoes that are
exposed. Adjust the Shoes so they are straight and square with
the alignment marks. Notice that this configuration will not
require Shoes connecting one Wedge to another.

6

Clamp Together

PR O

TIP

Clamps can be used to connect a Wedge Seat to
another Wedge Seat, or to a regular Seat.

Use the steel Clamp to attach all Sides to the Seat Frames to
complete our patented system.

